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The task
focus on 
- visual help to the shifter
- configuration of thresholds
- calculation of quality flags 
- online/offline exchange
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Number of plots 4 4 5 4 4 1* 6 2 6 4 7 6 2 6 5 2 4 ?

Aspect of plots (titles, axes labels and 

titles, bad overlap, ...)

Tab layout (which plot is where, log 

scale, stat box, draw option)

Visual help to shifter (bars, boxes, …)

Correct quality (color square in the 

tree is meaningful)

Logbook summary image identical to 

the tab layout

Objects' descriptions (new feature 

based on config files)

Documentation

Readable date, time and run number

if visual help to the shifter and quality flags
are not provided and “reliable”  
we still have work to do to have a really 

functional DQM system



DAQ agentHowTo check the quality of the data; based on what?
Not all subsystems have such “visual help”

DQM Task



If sub-systems do not provide such info, the sub-system job is not  finished



DQM Task

Ideally, algorithms, given different conditions, should configure thresholds,
calculate quality flags, and issue alarms

Currently, the thresholds are adjusted based on experience and configured 
in AliRoot
Adjustments are tight to AliRoot release policy (a week or more long cycle)

Problematic particularly during transition periods till stability is reached 
beginning of pp run, PbPb….

Changes required on “daily” basis 

Solution:
to use macro to configure thresholds and calculate quality flags; 
implemented by several sub-systems; in progress by others

The macro is implemented but not the propagation back to the Offline



DQM Task

The  propagation of the thresholds
back to the Offline needs still to be implemented

Situation was not foreseen 
No mechanism for  exchange of such info between online/offline QA

Work in progress 
- several DQM meetings, brainstorming meetings (online/offline, sub-systems) 
- proposed solutions to implement (subsystems, online and offline)  
- first developments by TPC (followed up by sub-systems)

During Offline QA session focus on online/offline exchange



Online Event Display

Participated in HI test; copy ESDs from ‘projector PC’ to play them back
- copied files at the end of run 

could be read with no problem

- copied files while the run was 

on-going could not be opened;

bug in ROOT fixed.

HowTo for Event Display
in Twiki and hard copy

Tutorials on EVE

joined the  combined tutorial  

CTP, DAQ, HLT

Upgrade of PC in progress

Run online the offline reconstruction (on a single PC)
to check if reconstruction OK (using some reasonable OCDB values)
Running offline reco in one PC takes more than 5 min (25 min for a 3000 track event)

Several developments to increase functionality in view of HI run
(during summer by P. Debski; then back to his studies…) 

Test setup to test online EVE under “real conditions” in progress



Online Event Display

Online EVE runs on the same PC (but seen in terminal under the big screen)

- It worked with no problem on 7.11.10;

events taken out of the PC and looked “offline”…. animation in YTUBE (from grid) .

- It worked on 8.11.10 after fixing problem due to ZDC (thanks to Cvetan);

however almost all events “empty” or with very few tracks.

Event selection on trigger class implemented; being tested at P2.

Switching between online event display and HLT 

on the projector screen implemented and tested by DAQ
(when HLT does not run, use online EVE)

Last minute crisis: EVE freezing after few events

- problem investigated by DQM shifters and “volunteer” experts  

- traced to memory leaks (savanah report);

- offender commented out (in tpc raw data; by now fixed/moderated)

new Aliroot installed and tested on “projector PC”

thanks to Barth, Adriana, Cvetan, P. Hristov, Matevz…  need for dedicated EVE support

OUTREACH webcasting: HLT to be implemented, online stays anyhow
(project on hands of outreach coordinatior and DAQ/HLT)



More material, animations and pictures in NOTEBOOK web page
http://aliceinfo.cern.ch/static/Pictures/pictures_High_Resolution/wwwFirstPbPb/PicturesPbPb.html

by P. Debski


